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ABSTRACT

What strategic logics underlie terrorist groups’ use of linked suicide attacks? Are the goals that groups seek to achieve when
sending linked bombing teams somehow inherently different
than when sending individual suicide bombers? To answer
these questions, this article introduces three typologies of
linked suicide bomber detonation profiles—simultaneous,
sequential, and nonproximate—and theorizes why terrorist
groups might view each type of linked suicide bombing to
be preferable to deploying a single suicide bomber.
Improvements resulting from using an individual attacker
include: ensuring a higher likelihood of successfully hitting a
given target (simultaneous detonations); causing more casualties than a single bombing (sequential-wave detonations); and
engendering wider-spread shock and awe (nonproximate detonations). Drawing on an original dataset detailing the entirety
of Boko Haram’s suicide bombing efforts from 2011 to 2017, we
then examine the extent to which these linked bombing typologies do actually appear to successfully lead to an improvement
over the deployment of single suicide bombers. While we find
that sequential-wave and nonproximate suicide bombings demonstrate evidence of hypothesized improvements over the
deployment of single suicide bombers, our data show that
deploying simultaneous suicide attackers does not lead to
higher efficacy at targeting when compared to the deployment
of individual bombers. In attempting to account for this fact, we
argue that Boko Haram’s simultaneous detonation teams likely
fail to show an improvement over single-bomber attacks
because they tend to be composed of what we call
“unenthusiastic and under-trained” bombers: teams of often
uncommitted women, and sometimes children, which it
deploys in tandem in a bid to avoid individual defection and
increase the likelihood of at least one detonation in an attack.
We conclude by suggesting what the process of linked bombing reveals about both terrorist groups in general and Boko
Haram specifically.

“Those female fighters were running toward us as we were
approaching the Boko Haram men, so many of us thought the
women were also fleeing from Boko Haram because they were
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coming from settlements. It was when they started detonating the
explosive devices they were carrying that we understood their tactics.” 1
“At about 0515hrs, a police mobile force personnel on duty near
Gate 4 at the back of University of Maiduguri gunned down a
female suicide bomber of about 12 years old, who was trying
to infiltrate the university premises, and the IED strapped to her
body exploded[,] killing her instantly. Shortly after that, a second
explosion occurred in a mosque inside the university …
and there was another attack after the initial two. At about 0800hrs
a third female suicide bomber of about 12 years old[,]
with IED strapped to her body, was intercepted at Bara Karaya
village behind University of Maiduguri, in Muna Garage general area.” 2

The Boko Haram insurgency (formally known as Jama’atu Ahlis Sunna
Lidda’awati wal-Jihad, or more recently, the Islamic State’s West Africa
Province (ISWAP)) has been notable for the reign of terror it has wrought
in northeastern Nigeria and the greater Lake Chad Basin since 2009; it is
one of the deadliest terror groups of the 21st century. In recent years, Boko
Haram has relied on suicide bombings to advance its tactical and strategic
objectives. More specifically, since November 2011, Boko Haram has
deployed multiple or “linked” suicide bomber “teams,” defined here to
mean two or more bombers deployed in a coordinated operation—and
often but not exclusively—to the same target, to detonate their explosives
in coordinated attacks in a given municipality (a city, town, or village) on
the same day.
While it is increasingly noted for its deployment of linked suicide bombers, Boko Haram is far from unique in its reliance on this tactic. According
to the University of Chicago’s Suicide Attack Database, the first example of
a linked suicide bombing attack occurred during the Lebanese Civil War,
when, on 15 June 1985, two suicide bombers drove an explosives-laden car
into a Lebanese Army position in Beirut, killing twenty-three people and
wounding thirty-six.3 Since then, linked suicide bombings have been used
by countless violent organizations, including al Qaeda, the Tamil Tigers,
“11 Feared Dead in Nigeria Suicide Bomb Attack,” Cihan News Agency (CNA), 14 May 2015.
Henry Umoru, Ndahi Marama, and Levinus Nwabughiogu, “How Prof, 6 Others Were Killed in UNNMAID
Mosques Attacks,” Vanguard News, 17 January 2017, http://www.vanguardngr.com/2017/01/prof-6-others-killedunnmaid-mosques-attacks/.
3
“Suicide Car Bomb Kills 23 at Army Position in Beirut,” New York Times, 15 June 1985.
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and the Islamic State.4 And yet, while the logic of single suicide bombing
has been interrogated at both the personal and organizational levels, little
has been written or theorized about terrorist groups’ decision to deploy
teams of linked suicide bombers.
In seeking to fill this gap in the literature, this article therefore asks:
What strategic logics underlie terrorist groups’ use of linked suicide
attacks? Are the goals that groups seek to achieve when sending linked
bombing teams somehow inherently different than when sending individual
suicide bombers? More acutely, do these hypothesized logics for why terrorist groups might use linked suicide bombings seem to hold in the case
of Boko Haram?
This article proceeds in five sections. In the first, we review the existing
studies on the logic of suicide bombings, on one hand, and the writings on
the practice of linked suicide terrorist attacks, on the other. This section
underlines how these two literatures have failed to intersect, to the detriment of terrorist and conflict studies.
In the second section, we offer an overview of the larger arc of linked
suicide bombings undertaken by Boko Haram, derived from our original
dataset on the subject that tracks the group’s activities from April 2011 to
July 2017. Here, we offer a bird’s-eye view of the chronology of Boko
Haram’s linked suicide bombing attacks.
In the third section, based on this bird’s-eye chronology, we delineate and
describe three detonation profiles of Boko Haram’s linked suicide attacks:
simultaneous detonations; sequential-wave detonations; and nonproximate
detonations. We argue that the decision to employ each of these types of
linked suicide bombing is driven by a different strategic logic premised
upon how it improves on the deployment of a single suicide attacker.
Respectively, we argue that simultaneous suicide attacks are viewed as ensuring a higher likelihood of successfully hitting the target than a single
bomber; sequential-wave attacks are viewed as likely engendering more casualties than a single bomber; and that nonproximate attacks are more likely
to engender widespread shock and awe than a single bomber.
The fourth section then interrogates whether these hypothesized
improvements actually hold in the case of Boko Haram’s linked suicide
attacks. While sequential-wave and nonproximate attacks appear to affirm
our hypotheses that these kinds of attacks correspondingly kill more people
and engender more shock and awe, respectively, we do not find
evidence that simultaneous detonations appear to lead to more effective targeting.
4

The Islamic State has been noted for incorporating linked suicide attacks into its November 2015 Paris and
March 2016 Brussels attacks.
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The fifth section focuses on why Boko Haram might decide to deploy
simultaneous bomber teams, even if they are ineffective at offering an
improvement over single bombers. We suggest that the unexplained inefficacy of the simultaneously detonated suicide bombers rests in the nature of
these teams’ members: primarily women and children who are often (but
not universally) unwilling, or “unenthusiastic and under-trained,” suicide
bombers. We also hypothesize that these types of attacks remain appealing
to the group because, while not necessarily the most lethal means of
deploying suicide bombers, they contribute to an atmosphere of insecurity
that facilitates the group’s strategic objectives. In short, Boko Haram
appears to deploy teams of unenthusiastic and under-trained bombers to
avoid individual bomber defection, ensure at least one bomber detonation,
and capture the attention of the global media. A final section concludes.
Literature Review
The Logic(s) of Suicide Bombing

Before investigating the logics of linked suicide bombings, it first bears asking: what logic underlies terrorist groups’ choice to use suicide bombings at
all? When suicide bombing emerged as a topic of academic discussion in
the late 1980s and early 1990s, studies tended to explain suicide bombing
as a practice rooted in individual or collective irrationality. Such literature
tended to consider individual suicide bombers themselves as either brainwashed or indoctrinated religious fanatics (typically Islamist), on one hand,
or mentally unstable or psychopathic individuals, on the other.5
Concomitantly, early explanations of groups’ use of collective violence were
also premised upon the capacity for groups to reduce the ability for
rational thought by individuals.6 Indeed, assumptions that psychopathy,
fanaticism, or irrationality undergirded suicide terrorism for a time guided
analyses in “the aftermath of nearly every major eruption of collective
violence against authority, suicide bombings included.”7
However, since the beginning of the 21st century, assumptions of the
irrationality of suicide bombing have been rejected8 and instead replaced
See: Martin Kramer, “The Moral Logic of the Hizballah” (Tel Aviv: Dayan Centre, 1987); Jerrold M. Post, “Terrorist
Psycho-Logic: Terrorist Behavior as a Product of Psychological Forces,” in Origins of Terrorism: Psychologies,
Ideologies, Theologies, States of Mind, ed. Walter Reich (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990); Ariel
Merari, “The Readiness to Kill and Die: Suicidal Terrorism in the Middle East,” in Reich, Origins of Terrorism;
Robert A. Pape, “The Strategic Logic of Suicide Terrorism,” American Political Science Review 97, no. 3 (August
2003): 343–61.
6
Gustave Le Bon. The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind (New York: Routledge, 2017).
7
Robert J. Brym and Bader Araj, “Suicide Bombing as Strategy and Interaction: The Case of the Second
Intifada,” Social Forces 84, no. 4 (June 2006): 1969–86; Walter Reich, ed. Origins of Terrorism: Psychologies,
Ideologies, Theologies, States of Mind (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990).
8
Scott Atran, “Genesis of Suicide Terrorism,” Science 299, no. 5612 (7 March 2003): 1534–39; Jeff Victoroff, “The
Mind of the Terrorist: A Review and Critique of Psychological Approaches,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 49, no.
5
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with understandings that suicide bombing should be conceived of as an
inherently rational choice.9 Thus, the majority of current scholarship understands that terrorist groups deploy suicide bombers because they interpret
that doing so will most effectively lead to the maximization of their selfinterested pursuits.10 More acutely, assumptions that suicide bombing is a
rational choice predominates in the study of individual- and group-level
explanations for undertaking the practice. While sundry rationalist explanations exist at the individual level,11 we focus below on unpacking the reasons
that terrorist groups—not individual terrorists themselves—would decide to
employ suicide bombing as a tactic in their arsenals of violence.
At the terrorist-group level of analysis, authors have offered various
rationales for why groups would employ suicide bombings. At the broadest,
Robert A. Pape has pithily centered the suicide bombing literature on the
notion that terrorists use suicide bombing because “they have learned that
it pays”; that is, suicide bombings have proven remarkably strategically
effective at getting governments to enact the changes to policies that terrorists want to see.12 Given suicide bombings’ ability to underline to citizens
the impotence of the government and bombings’ capacity to serve as signaling mechanisms about a group’s resolve, suicide bombings have been
interpreted as an ideal asymmetric tactic when a smaller terrorist group
seeks to gain long-term concessions from a more powerful state. More specifically, throughout much of the late 20th and early 21st century, terrorist
groups have used suicide bombings rather effectively to achieve the strategic objective of ousting perceived occupying forces from a given

1 (February 2005): 3–42; Neil Krishan Aggarwal, “Depictions of Suicide Bombers in the Mental Health
Scholarship,” in Mental Health in the War on Terror: Culture, Science, and Statecraft (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2015), 107–32; Nichole Argo, “Human Bombs: Rethinking Religion and Terror,” MIT Center for
International Studies: Audit of Conventional Wisdom 6–7 (April 2006): 7.
9
See: Assaf Moghadam, “Motives for Martyrdom: Al-Qaida, Salafi Jihad, and the Spread of Suicide Attacks,”
International Security 33, no. 3 (Winter 2009): 46–78; Mia Bloom, Dying to Kill: The Allure of Suicide Terror (New
York: Columbia University Press, 2005); Assaf Moghadam, “Palestinian Suicide Terrorism in the Second Intifada:
Motivations and Organizational Aspects,” Studies in Conflict & Terrorism 26, no. 2 (2006): 65–92; Scott Atran,
“The Moral Logic and Growth of Suicide Terrorism,” Washington Quarterly 29, no. 2 (Spring 2006): 127–47.
10
Mark Harrison, “An Economist Looks at Suicide Terrorism,” World Economics 7, no. 4 (2006): 1; Julian Madsen,
“Suicide Terrorism: Rationalizing the Irrational,” Strategic Insights 3, no. 8 (August 2004); Ehud Sprinzak,
“Rational Fanatics,” Foreign Policy 120 (September/October 2000): 66.
11
It should also be noted that an entirely separate literature discusses the individual-level, not group-level,
determinants of the logic of suicide bombing. In this vein of analysis, authors have suggested that individuals
are motivated to become suicide bombers out of altruistic desires to help the terrorist group; out of perceived
existential religious rewards accrued from dying the death of religious martyr; out of personal trauma and as
an exit route; and, as a means of revenge, as has been a common explanation in the case of the female Black
Widow suicide bombers of Chechnya, who served as suicide bombers to avenge their husbands’ deaths.
Others place as central individuals’ locations in social networks. For more, see: Arie W. Kruglanski et al., “Fully
Committed: Suicide Bombers’ Motivation and the Quest for Personal Significance,” Political Psychology 30, no. 3
(June 2009): 331–57; John Rosenberger, “Discerning the Behavior of the Suicide Bomber: The Role of
Vengeance,” Journal of Religion and Health 42, no. 1 (March 2003): 13–20; Ami Pedahzur and Arie Perliger,
“The Changing Nature of Suicide Attacks: A Social Network Perspective,” Social Forces 84, no. 4 (June
2006): 1987–2008.
12
Pape, “The Strategic Logic of Suicide Terrorism.”
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territory.13 While there are inherent limits to the extent of policy change
that can be brought about by suicide bombing—a state might accept midlevel concessions like its withdrawal from a territory but would not accept
a high-level concession of giving up nuclear weapons, for instance—it has
nevertheless been shown to be an effective way to help terrorist groups get
what they want. Beyond simple policy change, it also bears noting that
others have interpreted suicide bombing as being strategically useful as an
investment in terrorist groups’ long-term, intergenerational futures.14
A second group-level explanation of the logic of deploying suicide bombers is their tactical efficacy. Terrorist groups use suicide bombings for the
numerous benefits they offer over other tactics. In the predeployment
phase, the preparation needed to plan a suicide bombing requires few
members, is less complicated, and is harder for authorities to detect than
many other types of terrorist activities. Suicide bombings are also cheap:
the average cost to assemble a suicide bomb is only US $150.15 When it
comes to deployment, suicide bombing also offers tactical advantages over
alternatives insofar as it allows for much higher precision targeting than
other tactics: human-borne IEDs—likened to “smart bombs”—with selfinterest maximizing motivations can work to position themselves and their
explosives with high precision and can also make last-minute adjustments
not possible with the deployment of conventional IEDs.16 In their aftermaths, another tactical advantage is that suicide bombings do not require
groups to undertake postoperation planning, obviating considerations of
escape routes, evasion, or worry about loss of weapons. Suicide bombings
also help protect the terrorist group itself: assuming that the suicide attack
occurs as planned, authorities have no chance to capture and interrogate
the assailant, thus helping to withhold information about the terrorist
group. Finally, with Pape’s recognition that “suicide terrorists often seek
simply to kill the largest number of people,” it bears noting that suicide
bombings are highly tactically effective when it comes to their lethality:
while suicide bombing accounted for only 3 percent of terrorist attacks
between 1980 and 2001, the tactic caused 48 percent of total terroristcaused deaths even when the September 11, 2001, attacks are excluded.17
A third group-level explanation for the logic of deploying suicide
bombers relates to intra- and intergroup relations. Some have suggested
that part of the reason terrorist groups use suicide bombings is because
13

Ibid.
Jean-Paul Azam, “Suicide Bombing as Inter-Generational Investment,” Public Choice 122, nos. 1–2 (January
2005): 177–98.
15
Bruce Hoffman, “The Logic of Suicide Terrorism,” Atlantic, June 2006.
16
Mohammed M. Hafez, “Rationality, Culture, and Structure in the Making of Suicide Bombers: A Preliminary
Theoretical Synthesis and Illustrative Case Study,” Studies in Conflict & Terrorism 29, no. 2 (2006): 165–85.
17
Pape, “The Strategic Logic of Suicide Terrorism.”
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they can serve to improve intra-terrorist-group relations by boosting group
morale18 and serve as notable events that help increase recruitment into
the group. Conversely, others have noted that certain terrorist groups tend
to use suicide bombings when external civilian communities are culturally
sympathetic to the practice.19 This was true in the case of Sri Lanka, for
instance, where citizens lionized the Tamil Tigers’ first suicide bomber,
Captain Miller, by erecting a statue of him at Nelliaydi Central College.20
Apart
from
helping
terrorist
groups
gain
support
from
civilian communities, Mia M. Bloom has suggested that terrorist
groups may also use suicide bombings in an effort to outbid, or prove
superiority over, other insurgent or terrorist groups in their areas of
operation.21
Finally, others have explained terrorist groups’ use of suicide bombers as
a means to control the public relations narrative. As Bruce Hoffman has
relayed succinctly, suicide bombings “guarantee media coverage,”22 an
assertion backed by recent research by Michael Jetter, who shows that suicide attacks result in the production of a statistically significant higher
number of news articles when compared to those articles written to cover
other types of terrorist attacks.23 Riaz Hassan concurs, arguing that a major
reason for the overall success and prominence of suicide bombing as a tactic in the 21st century is the “major psychological impact and exceptional
media coverage” that it generates.24 Beyond media perceptions, suicide
bombing is also effective at galvanizing support from local communities, as
discussed above. Analyzing the narrative framing of suicide terrorism in
Iraq, Mohammed M. Hafez notes that “culturally astute jihadists know
well the themes that resonate with the wider Muslim public, and have
done an extraordinary job in harnessing … narratives to mobilize for martyrdom.”25 For her part, Bloom connects the sensationalism of suicide terrorism specifically to the characteristics of terrorism more broadly, writing
Adam Dolnik, “Die and Let Die: Exploring Links between Suicide Terrorism and Terrorist Use of Chemical,
Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear Weapons,” Studies in Conflict & Terrorism 26, no. 1 (2003): 17–35;
Moghadam, “Motives for Martyrdom.”
19
Robert Braun and Michael Genkin, “Cultural Resonance and the Diffusion of Suicide Bombings: The Role of
Collectivism,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 58, no. 7 (October 2014): 1258–84; Jeremy Ginges, Ian Hansen, and
Ara Norenzayan, “Religion and Support for Suicide Attacks,” Psychological Science 20, no. 2 (February 2009):
224–30; M. Najeeb Shafiq and Abdulkader H. Sinno, “Education, Income, and Support for Suicide Bombings:
Evidence from Six Muslim Countries,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 54, no. 1 (February 2010): 146–78.
20
Robert Pape, “Tamil Tigers: Suicide Bombing,” NPR, 21 May 2009, https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.
php?storyId=104391493.
21
Mia M. Bloom, “Palestinian Suicide Bombing: Public Support, Market Share, and Outbidding,” Political Science
Quarterly 119, no. 1 (Spring 2004): 61–88.
22
Bruce Hoffman, “The Logic of Suicide Terrorism,” (RAND, 2003).
23
Michael Jetter, “More Bang for the Buck: Media Coverage of Suicide Attacks,” Terrorism and Political
Violence (2017): 1–21.
24
Riaz Hassan, “Global Rise of Suicide Terrorism: An Overview,” Asian Journal of Social Science 36, no. 2
(2008): 271–91.
25
Mohammed M. Hafez, “Martyrdom Mythology in Iraq: How Jihadists Frame Suicide Terrorism in Videos and
Biographies,” Terrorism and Political Violence 19, no. 1 (2007): 95–115.
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that “ultimately, suicide terrorism, like terrorism more generally, is a form
of political theatre in which the audience’s reaction is as important as the
act itself.”26
As discussed above, while there are many reasons a terrorist group may
choose to deploy suicide bombers—from their strategic to tactical benefits—the question remains: does the strategic logic for deploying one suicide bomber differ from the strategic logic for deploying teams of
suicide bombers?
Linked Bombings: An Uninvestigated Subject

Despite the attention that has been given to single suicide bombers, little
has been written on the use of multiple suicide bombers deployed on the
same operation. In tackling this subject, we define a “linked suicide bombing” as a terrorist attack during which two or more combatants are jointly
dispatched to commit a suicide bombing in the same municipal-level polity
(a city, town, or village) on the same day. It is important to note that
linked attackers can fundamentally differ in their detonation profile: in
some cases, bombers may pose as a couple, chaperone younger attackers,
or disperse throughout an open space to detonate separately. These operational differences are not an inherent part of the definition of linked suicide bombings, though they will help us parse different kinds of linked
attacks throughout this analysis.
Many authors have recognized that terrorist organizations have sent multiple attackers to commit suicide bombings. In considering the genesis of
the use of linked bombings, Bloom has noted that the tendency for groups
to use linked attackers (though not necessarily suicide bombers) gained
prominence with the Irish Republican Army (IRA) in the 1970s.27
However, linked suicide bombing has become increasingly prevalent as terror has become more globalized; the 9/11 attackers all boarded planes in
teams in a large-scale coordinated attack, al Qaeda has continued to rely
upon group suicide attacks since that time, and the Islamic State has similarly begun to send several bombers to commit one mission, particularly
on soft targets throughout the Middle East.28
Despite the general paucity of literature on linked suicide bombings,
over time, scholars have indeed made some initial and incipient observations that serve to guide us on our current, deeper study. Those that have
26

Bloom, Dying to Kill.
Mia Bloom, e-mail to authors, 30 June 2017.
28
In May 2017, five attackers detonated explosive belts inside and outside a refugee camp on the border
between Syria and Iraq. Callum Paton, “ISIS Suicide Bomb Attack Kills Dozens at Refugee Camp on Syrian
Border,” Newsweek, 2 May 2017, http://www.newsweek.com/isis-suicide-bomb-attack-kills-dozens-refugee-campsyrian-border-593231.
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written on the practice of using linked suicide bombers often see the tactic as part of a larger evolutionary process that some insurgencies must
undergo. In this vein, Pape has noted that a number of “ordinary terrorist
or guerilla campaigns” can ultimately escalate into “suicide attack
campaigns,” citing such occurrences in Israel, Palestine, Turkey, and Sri
Lanka.29 Others, like Robert J. Bunker and John P. Sullivan, in analyzing
the use of suicide bombings in Palestine, Israel, and Iraq, agree that the
use of multiple suicide bombers is a sign of terror group sophistication,
as a number of suicide bombing operations in Israel and Palestine
“involve[d] secondary or twin attacks.”30 As such, they list the ability to
engage in “simultaneous (multiple suicide bombers or targets) or sequential attacks (secondary and tertiary suicide bombers at the same target)”
and the ability to “combine the attack with other weaponry” as signs that
a group has achieved a certain degree of tactical sophistication.31 The
ability to carry out successful linked suicide attacks is also seen as equivalent to the ability to successfully strike hard targets—suggesting that the
ability to use linked bombers is an analytically important measure of a
group’s internal organizational capacity.32 For his part, Scott Atran has
argued that a group’s ability to conduct linked suicide attacks is a sign of
the group’s organizational, not tactical, prowess. Because of structural
organizational changes that have made terrorist organizations “flatter”
(that is, less hierarchical), in addition to intergroup connectivity and
technological innovations, linked suicide attacks signal that given “groups
are now networked in ways that permit ‘swarming’ by actors contracted
from many different groups homing in on multiple targets, then dispersing to form new swarms.”33
While the foregoing observations serve to suggest that linked suicide
attacking is a marker of tactical and/or organizational strength, these
insights do not answer more fundamental questions about the reasons that
groups would deploy linked suicide attackers in the first place. When and
why would groups choose to leverage linked suicide attacks? How can these
explanations enhance our understanding of the strategic logic for suicide
bombing more generally? We seek to fill this gap in the literature through
a case study of one group that relies particularly heavily on linked suicide
attacks: Boko Haram.

Robert A. Pape, “It’s the Occupation, Stupid,” Foreign Policy 18 (18 October 2010): 447–56.
Robert J. Bunker and John P. Sullivan, “Suicide Bombings in Operation Iraqi Freedom,” Land Warfare Paper
W46 (Arlington, VA: Association of the United States Army, September 2004).
31
Ibid.
32
Ibid.
33
Scott Atran, “The Strategic Threat from Suicide Terror” (AEI-Brookings Joint Center for Regulatory
Studies, 2003).
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Overview of Boko Haram’s Linked Suicide Bombing Efforts

To begin to understand the strategic logics of using linked suicide bombings, we first examine data on how one specific terrorist group—Boko
Haram—has used the tactic. Having done so, we can begin to build out the
correlative strategic logic for each major trend in the group’s use of linked
suicide bombers. In this section, we present data on Boko Haram’s use of
linked suicide bombings taken from a 2017 dataset constructed by West
Point’s Combating Terrorism Center, which drew upon LexisNexis to
search a variety of local and international newspapers for instances of Boko
Haram’s suicide bombings from April 2011 to December 2017. In discussing this data, we use Boko Haram as a case study to understand how one
group has used linked suicide bombers as opposed to single bombers.34
Overall, we find 150 instances of linked Boko Haram suicide bomber
attacks between 8 April 2011 and 31 December 2017 involving 403 individual bombers. The 150 linked suicide attacks that our database collected
account for 53.6 percent of Boko Haram’s 280 total suicide bombing efforts
in the same time period. As Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate, paired bombings have generally been a prominent feature of Boko Haram’s tactical
portfolio since 2015. Indeed, Boko Haram’s reliance on linked suicide
bombers may be one reason for the insurgency’s increasing use of suicide
bombers more generally since 2014. In its most marked increase in suicide
operations, the group launched 101 attacks in 2015, up from 31 attacks in
2014. Of those 101 attacks, 43 were linked suicide bombings, up from only
9 in the previous year. That number has continued to rise—in 2017 alone,
the group launched 70 linked suicide attacks, nearly half of its total suicide bombings.
Our data on Boko Haram’s linked suicide bombing teams reveal that, by
and large, Boko Haram tends to predominantly rely on smaller teams of
linked suicide bombers. Therein, it disproportionately relies on teams of
two bombers (58% of linked attacks), with teams descending in number of
participating bombers thereafter, employing next most frequently teams of
three bombers (23.3%), four bombers (12%), five bombers (4%), and in
one instance each, teams of six and eight linked bombers.
Having offered a very broad overview of the nature of Boko Haram’s
linked suicide attacks, the next section investigates just how these attacks
were carried out. To do so, it introduces three linked suicide bombing detonation profiles, which, we argue, help us understand Boko Haram’s reasons for deploying linked suicide attackers in the first place.
34

We use Boko Haram as our case study due to the group’s high proportion of linked suicide attacks. While
other groups have deployed multiple bombers on various occasions, no group has used linked bombings as
such a high percentage of its suicide bombing arsenal.
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Figure 1. Boko Haram’s linked suicide attacks over time.

Figure 2. Boko Haram bomber deployment over time.
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Figure 3. Lethality of Boko Haram’s suicide bombings per attack.

Typologies of Boko Haram’s Linked Suicide Attacks

We suggest that there is much to be learned about the goals of terrorist
groups from the ways in which they deploy multiple linked bombers. In
this section, we outline the patterns in Boko Haram’s linked suicide operations at a tactical level.35 In so doing, three types of linked-attack profiles
emerge from our data, which we refer to as: simultaneous detonation
attacks, sequential-wave attacks, and nonproximate attacks.36 After defining
each of these detonation typologies observed in our Boko Haram data, we
hypothesize that each typology illuminates why terrorist groups would
interpret a linked suicide bombing as offering certain tactical benefits over
the deployment of a single suicide bomber (as seen in Table 1).

35

We detail various operational characteristics of Boko Haram’s teams of suicide bombers, including tactical
profiles; the nature of composition of linked teams (including number, genders, and approximate ages of
bombers); the targeting trends of teams (including geographies, targeting trends, and timing); and the efficacy
of Boko Haram’s linked suicide bombing efforts (including efficacy of lethality and injuriousness) in
further sections.
36
Consider Dean T. Olson’s typology: “Tactics that have been used by suicide bombers in the past include the
use of multiple simultaneous suicide bombers in a public area; the use of multiple, staggered suicide bombs
in a public area; and the use of suicide bomber and a time delay vehicle bomb in a public area; the use of
multiple suicide bombers in conjunction with a time delay vehicle bomb.” Dean T. Olson, Tactical
Counterterrorism: The Law Enforcement Manual of Terrorism Prevention (Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas
Publisher, 2012), 174.
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Simultaneous Detonations

The first tactical profile that we delineate is the “simultaneous detonation”
model of linked suicide bombing. In this profile, Bomber A and Bomber B
(and C, D, etc.) are deployed to the same target and detonate at the same
time. In this model, bombers tend to stay together, separating only in order
to disperse in crowds or to conceal themselves from authorities’ attention.
Simultaneous detonation attacks are often deployed against military and
government targets. An example of a simultaneous linked suicide bombing
attack occurred on 9 February 2016, when two female suicide bombers
affiliated with Boko Haram detonated their explosives at a camp for displaced people in Dikwa, Nigeria, killing approximately sixty people and
injuring eighty others. Officials said five suicide bombers had infiltrated the
camp disguised as refugees, with two of them, both women between the
ages of seventeen and twenty, setting off their bombs as refugees waited in
line for rations.37
In theory, simultaneously detonated linked suicide bombers provide an
upgrade to the traditional single suicide bomber, specifically when the goal
of the terrorist group is to more effectively strike specific high-value targets,
such as the aforementioned military or government installations. Single
attackers have only one opportunity to hit a particular victim or space;
multiple bombers ensure multiple opportunities and, intuitively, increased
odds of achieving the intended mission. Sending multiple individuals for
the same target similarly provides a mechanism for insurgencies to “hedge
their bets” should one of the bombers fail to detonate his or her explosive
at the designated location, an outcome to be avoided when targeting highvalue objectives.
Sequential-Wave Detonations

The second tactical profile for linked suicide bombers we designate is the
“sequential-wave” model. In this profile, Bomber A and Bomber B (and C,
D, etc.) enter a village, town, city or other municipality together. At a designated time, Bomber A detonates his or her explosives. Once a crowd has
gathered or as emergency crews and bystanders congregate, Bomber B will
re-enter the same space and detonate his or her explosives, creating the
“wave” of destruction for which this tactic is named. Of the three linked
bombing genres, this profile requires the most tactical savvy and relies
most heavily on high-quality bombers, in that Bomber B’s efficacy rate is
directly tied to Bomber A’s successful detonation, especially in a fashion
37
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that requires a significant response or attracts attention. On 25 November
2014, for example, a female Boko Haram suicide bomber exploded in a
crowded market in Maiduguri, Nigeria. A few minutes afterwards, as a
crowd gathered to tend to the injured, another female suicide bomber detonated a second bomb, having concealed explosives under her hijab and
strapped to her back, with the latter disguised as a baby.38
In theory, sequential-wave linked suicide bombers provide an improvement
on the traditional single suicide bomber model when the goal of the terrorist
groups is to inflict mass casualties. A single suicide bomber, all things held
equal, cannot inflict the same amount of damage that two or more bombers
can. A group of high-quality bombers can control the timing and spacing of
their attacks to maximize lethality. These attacks are also the only kind of
linked attack whose success hinges on the human response to a suicide
attack—namely, the gathering of a crowd or first responders.
Nonproximate Detonations

The third profile for linked suicide bombers that we delineate is
“nonproximate” bombing. In this profile, Bomber A and Bomber B (and C,
D, etc.) enter a city, town, or village together. Bomber A then moves to
one target—a church, for example—while Bomber B moves to a second target—a market, for instance. Bomber A and Bomber B detonate on the
same day in the same municipality, though not in any close proximity to
one another. In this case, the bombers are “linked” in a much looser way
than in the simultaneous and sequential-wave variants, in that the bombers’
only real linkage is the decision to target the same polity on the same day
in the name of the same group. In this detonation profile, it is unclear to
what extent the bombers are in communication with one another during
the attacks and to what extent their movements are coordinated. For
example, on 15 June 2015, four suicide bombers split up to separately strike
a police headquarters and training school, both in the Chadian capital city
of N’Djamena.39 In one particularly horrific example of a non-BokoHaram-related nonproximate linked suicide bombing from 2008, al Qaeda
sent two women with Down’s Syndrome into two pet bazaars in Baghdad,
then remotely detonated the bombs they had strapped to them.40
“Two Female Suicide Bombers Kill 45 in Nigerian City of Maiduguri in Suspected Boko Haram Attack, Witnesses
Say,” ABC News, 26 November 2014, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-11-26/twin-bombings-kill-dozens-inmaiduguri-in-nigeria/5918038.
39
Moumine Ngarmbassa, “Suspected Boko Haram Suicide Bombers Kill 27 in Chad Capital,” Reuters, 15 June
2015,
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-chad-blast/suspected-boko-haram-suicide-bombers-kill-27-in-chadcapital-idUSKBN0OV14S20150615.
40
“Al Qaeda Use Two Down’s Syndrome Women To Blow Up 99 People In Baghdad Markets,” Daily Mail, 3
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Table 1. Boko Haram’s linked suicide bombings: Detonation profiles.
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Ideal target
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tionally significant
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Intuition suggests that deploying multiple nonproximate bombers would
increase the likelihood of accomplishing the goal of inspiring shock and awe
throughout a given community when compared to the deployment of a single suicide bomber. Even though deploying multiple nonproximate bombers
may not be particularly deadly, such attacks nevertheless accomplish the goal
of inspiring increased levels of shock and awe amongst civilian populations.
Multiple bombers mean multiple explosions, and throughout a given polity,
such attacks can victimize both hard and soft targets, all in one deployment.
As Jason Warner and Hilary Matfess argued in a previous report, using these
multiple bombers fosters fear among civilians and foments widespread suspicion—especially when any given space could be the target of a whole set of
suicide bombers.41 In that sense, then, nonproximate bombers have truly
capitalized on a new kind of terror: one in which anyone could be a suicide
bomber, no matter who they are and no matter with whom they are.
Assessing the Efficacy of Boko Haram’s Linked Suicide Attacks

This discussion of Boko Haram’s linked bombings’ detonation profiles illustrates the distinct logics associated with each detonation profile. With Boko
Haram relying on linked attacks with such frequency, it would be logical to
assume that these attacks are effective in allowing Boko Haram to achieve the
tactical objectives that underlie suicide bombing generally. But are these
41
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assumptions accurate? In this section, we investigate the extent to which
Boko Haram’s linked attacks have achieved the hypothesized strategic
improvement over single suicide bombers and where they have failed. In order
to evaluate whether the logic for carrying out linked suicide attacks is actually
borne out in reality, we further analyze the data on the group’s suicide bombings from April 2011 to December 2017. In this section, we show that while
sequential-wave bombings do indeed show evidence of generating more casualties than single bombings, and that nonproximate bombings appear to generate
more shock and awe than single bombings, it is not the case that simultaneously detonated linked bombings are more effective at attacking high-value
targets. Thus, as we move forward, the reader should be aware that we are
interrogating two metrics of comparison for each linked bombing rationale.
First, we seek to interrogate whether the detonation profile provides a benefit
over single (unlinked) suicide bombers, and second, whether the particular detonation profile offers benefits over other types of linked suicide bombing detonation profiles.
Linked Bombing Rationale 1: Sequential-Wave Detonations Lead to
More Casualties

Based on our data, we do find evidence that sequential-wave detonations
associated with more casualties than other types of linked bombings, and,
overall, pairing two suicide bombers together in a sequential-wave attack
does in lead to an overall casualty rate higher than simply deploying two
single bombers.
It would be easy to assume that linked suicide bombings would be deadlier
than single-bomber attacks—however, this is simply not borne out in the
data. Single-bomber attacks caused 9.3 deaths per attack on average; overall,
linked attacks as a monolithic genre only produced 8.8 casualties per operation, even though these operations were composed of attacks by multiple
suicide bombers.42 Thus, on the surface, linked attacks superficially look to
be less lethal than simply deploying one bomber.
However, as Figure 3 shows, different detonation profiles may help to
explain the variation in the lethality of linked bombing attacks. In
breaking down the major types of linked suicide attacks, we find that
Boko Haram averages 12.9 individuals killed per nonproximate linked
suicide attack (composed of multiple individual bombers), 27.2 individuals per sequential-wave attack (composed of multiple individual bombers), and 10.5 individuals per simultaneous detonation attack (composed
of multiple individual bombers). Interestingly, Boko Haram’s most
42
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Figure 4. Lethality of Boko Haram’s suicide bombings per attacker.

common style of linked attack is its least deadly—in fact, if we were to
remove all simultaneous detonations from the group’s arsenal, its linked
bombings (as a whole) would be substantially more deadly than its
deployment of individual bombers. Importantly, too, this confirms our
theory that sequential-wave attacks are the deadliest type of Boko
Haram’s linked suicide attacks.
More importantly, though, our data also confirm our hypothesis that
sequential linked bombings are in fact the only genre of linked bombings
that are effective at generating more kills per bomber than a single suicide
bomber. As is visible in Figure 4, only sequential-wave attacks produced
more casualties per bomber than single bombers, at 12.4 kills per sequential-wave bomber, as compared to 9.3 for individual, unlinked bombers. Far
behind were both nonproximate attacks and simultaneous detonations,
which both resulted in approximately 4 casualties per bomber.43 As a
result, there is evidence that Boko Haram’s sequential-wave attacks do
match our hypothesized strategic improvement over individual suicide
bombers—more lethality per attack and per attacker.
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Linked Bombing Rationale 2: Nonproximate Detonations Lead to Greater
Shock and Awe

Our second hypothesis is that Boko Haram, like other terror groups, might
elect to use nonproximate attacks—suicide attacks occurring in different
locations within the same polity either simultaneously or at different points
throughout the same day—primarily to bring about greater levels of shock
and awe compared to what could be accomplished by a single bomber.
Though our data does not have an ability to measure the degree of shock
and awe of populations directly, we can nevertheless look at factors
that may inflict the highest levels of pervasive fear among the
Nigerian population.
The ability to intimidate a population can be measured, to a degree, by
shaping civilians’ perceptions that a suicide bomber could be anyone, anywhere, and could strike at any time. To that end, the perception of widespread pervasiveness of suicide bombers is an inherent component in
causing fear in a given population. While, again, we can offer no definitive
assessment on this front, logic dictates that civilians would be more afraid
of two (or more) suicide bombers than a single bomber, especially if multiple detonations could be happening anywhere, at any time.
But to what extent do nonproximate bombers have the ability to engender greater shock and awe than other types of linked bombers? In an
attempt to gain insight from our data, we first looked at the size of Boko
Haram’s suicide squads. Presumably, if the goal is the engendering of a
sense of widespread insecurity, the larger the number of bombers spread
out over a polity, the greater the fear engendered among populations.
When looking at our data, we see that Boko Haram’s nonproximate suicide bomber teams do in fact tend to be larger, on average, than its other
types of linked teams taking part in simultaneous or sequential-wave detonations. Indeed, the average nonproximate linked team has 3.3 people, as
opposed to the average simultaneous team (2.4) and the average sequential
team (2.2). As can be noted in Figure 5, nonproximate attacks appear to
use between two and five attackers in their successfully launched operations. This stands in stark contrast to simultaneous detonation and sequential-wave attacks, which overwhelmingly only deployed two attackers per
operation. In many ways, the fact that Boko Haram’s nonproximate suicide
teams are larger than its other linked teams is unsurprising. Simultaneous
detonation and sequential-wave attacks require more precise timing and
communication among bombers, which inherently may translate to smaller
teams out of logistical necessity.
Giving further credence to the notion that nonproximate attacks are
used to engender wider-spread shock and awe, it is also important to note
where nonproximate attacks typically strike: open-air spaces, with primarily
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Figure 5. Deployment size of Boko Haram’s suicide operations.

civilian victims. Boko Haram’s nonproximate linked suicide attacks disproportionately target markets, refugee and IDP camps, and other secular,
nongovernment spaces. These kinds of soft targets are particularly quotidian, and, indeed, nonproximate attacks do not appear to target brick-andmortar institutions but rather spaces where large numbers of civilians congregate. Instead, in line with our hypotheses around their strategic benefits,
nonproximate attacks appear to signal that not only could Boko Haram’s
suicide bombers be any Nigerian but their victims could also be from any
social class, religion, or background. While single bombers may have this
impact as well, multiple attackers intensify the idea that nowhere is safe—
not even two corners of a space designed to house vulnerable populations
displaced by the insurgency, such as an IDP camp. In combination, the size
of nonproximate teams, combined with their targeting patterns, while not
capable of precisely quantifying the resultant shock and awe, are consistent
with our hypothesis that nonproximate attacks are deployed specifically to
heighten a level of insecurity among civilians.
Linked Bombing Rationale 3: Simultaneous Detonations Lead to Higher
Likelihood of Hitting Target

Finally, we interrogate how simultaneous linked attacks compare to single-bomber attacks and other genres of linked attacks as relates to more
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effective targeting. As per our delineated hypotheses, we imagine that
simultaneous detonations of linked suicide bombers would lead to a
higher degree of targeting efficacy than deploying individual suicide
bombers: the more bombers deployed, the higher the likelihood of hitting
a specific target. However, in opposition to our other two propositions
on the strategic benefits of sequential-wave and nonproximate bombings,
we do not find evidence for this hypothesis. Put otherwise, it does not
appear to be the case that simultaneous bombings lead to more effective
targeting of high-value targets. We demonstrate this fact in addressing
the role of target choice and bombing failures.
How do simultaneous detonations compare to other genres of linked
attacks regarding their ability to increase the likelihood of hitting a specific
target? When assessing the degree of efficacy at hitting a given target, we
begin by looking at what simultaneous detonations tend to strike. Logically,
if the improvement offered by simultaneous detonations over a single
bomber is their ability to hit specific, high-value targets, simultaneous detonations would largely target hard-to-reach hard targets—government buildings, military installations, and police stations. Because soft targets are
easier to strike than heavily guarded military or political targets, there
would be no need to “improve” operations by deploying multiple bombers
intent on hitting those spaces with frequency.
Yet, as Figure 6 illustrates, simultaneous detonations do not tend to
focus on hitting particularly valuable hard targets. Instead, they are frequently deployed to soft targets. Over the course of Boko Haram’s deployment of 123 suicide attackers to carry out simultaneous detonation attacks,
61.7 percent of those bombers were sent to soft targets. This raises a red
flag: if the purpose of simultaneous detonations is to improve upon singlebomber efforts to effectively target with a high degree of precision, why
send attackers to effectively unguarded spaces? Though they might be
effective for hitting such arenas, simultaneous detonation teams are infrequently used to actually target high-value institutions, suggesting that Boko
Haram does not view these teams’ strategic utility as a means of inflicting
damage on high-value government targets.
To attempt to address our hypothesis in another way, we investigate the
rate of failure for simultaneous detonations. If simultaneous detonations
are indeed intended to offer an increased likelihood of suicide bombers
effectively hitting a target, we should see fewer overall failures resulting
from linked attacks in general and simultaneous detonations specifically.
While our data cannot definitively show that simultaneous attacks have a
higher failure rate than other types of linked detonation profiles—due to
methodological questions that we address below—at the very least our data
give strong intuition that this is the case.
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Figure 6. Targeting patterns of Boko Haram’s suicide bombers.

Figure 7. Boko Haram’s suicide attacker demographics.
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Figure 8. Boko Haram bomber deployment over time.

Our data reveal that nearly one-third (31.1 %) of Boko Haram’s suicide
bombers failed in their linked attack efforts. Most commonly, bombers
failed by not reaching their target, either by detonating prematurely and
killing the rest of their suicide bombing team or by failing to detonate at
all. Accordingly, we cannot know for sure whether these attackers were
deployed to carry out a simultaneous detonation, sequential-wave, or nonproximate attack. However, there is evidence to suggest that many of these
failed suicide attacks were would-be simultaneous detonation efforts—specifically given their frequency and timing.
Most broadly, our data reveal that Boko Haram has consistently relied on
simultaneous detonation as its most commonly used linked suicide detonation profile. Of the 237 bombers who successfully carried out a linked suicide attack,44 123 carried out simultaneous detonation attacks (51.9%),
compared to 22 carrying out sequential-wave attacks (9.2%), and 92 carrying
out nonproximate attacks (38.9%). The reason that we cannot determine the
failure rate by genre of linked attacks is that, ex post, we cannot necessarily
know what type of linked detonation was intended in a given failed attack.
While we cannot know what genre of mission linked attackers failed to carry
out, we do know that most failures in nonproximate attacks and sequentialwave attacks can often be appropriately attributed to their detonation profile.
Indeed, if only one bomber is captured in one of these types of linked operations, then reporting can inform us about the other moving parts of the
44
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Figure 9. Boko Haram’s failed linked suicide bombings over time.

attack—whether the bomber’s counterpart was able to carry out his or her
part of the mission and/or any subsequent attacks in the same space. The
same cannot be said for simultaneous bombers—if one bomber fails to reach
his target, in many cases the other bomber(s) fail to reach their target, and
the mission is incomplete and unrecorded.
If, true to both of these data points, many of the suicide bombers
involved in these failed linked attacks were deployed to carry out simultaneous detonations, this would mean that simultaneous detonations do
not offer a marked improvement over single-bomber attacks. Especially
given the targeting patterns of these types of attacks, simultaneous detonations may actually result in much lower targeting efficacy than single
suicide bombers.
Thus, we find that in the case of would-be simultaneous detonations, our
hypothesis is in fact incorrect: in the case of Boko Haram, there is no evidence that this style of linked attack leads to more effective targeting.
Instead, there may be reason to believe that simultaneous detonations are
the most ineffective method of those considered here in striking their
intended location. If this is true, why does the group show such a heavy
reliance on this style of linked bombing? In the next section, we suggest
that the efficacy of simultaneous bombings is in part a function of the
demography of the bombers deployed.
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Explaining the Ineffectiveness of Boko Haram’s Simultaneous
Detonations

In the previous section, we showed that, contrary to our hypotheses, Boko
Haram’s simultaneous bombers tend not to be more effective at hitting
their targets than individual bombers. In this section, we seek to
explain why.
One way to understand this unanticipated outcome is through the lens
of demographics, —and particularly gender and age. 2015 was the first year
in which Boko Haram frequently deployed female suicide bombers and
focused its attention on targeting civilians in its suicide bombings. As
women and children have continued to play an increasing role in the
group’s suicide bombing workforce,45 group attacks involving vulnerable
(and in many cases, coerced) populations have become all the
more common.
In the main, we argue that although terrorist groups that use linked
bombings might generally use simultaneous bombings to increase their
likelihood of hitting specific high-value targets, we believe that Boko
Haram’s attacks are not as effective because of whom it deploys—primarily
unenthusiastic and under-trained bombers (who are frequently women and
children). We assert that these under enthusiastic and under-trained bombers are sent in linked bombings because they are frequently more impactful
as teams than as individual bombers.
Who are Boko Haram’s Unenthusiastic and Under-Trained Bombers?

Boko Haram has been noted for its unique deployment of women and children suicide bombers, both in terms of overall numbers of women and children deployed, as well as in relative terms as a proportion of the group’s
overall suicide bombing workforce. Of the 437 attackers involved in the
group’s suicide bombings between April 2011 and June 2017, 244 (56.22 percent) were women, making it the first group in the world to deploy more
female than male bombers.46 Additionally, as Amnesty International noted in
April 2017, child suicide bombers are an increasingly common demographic
of Boko Haram’s arsenal: the group has used as least three bombers as young
as seven years old. Boko Haram’s pattern of linked bomber deployment
For excellent overviews on Boko Haram’s use of female suicide bombers, see: Elizabeth Pearson, “Wilayat
Shahidat: Boko Haram, the Islamic State, and the Question of the Female Suicide Bomber,” in Boko Haram
Beyond the Headlines: Analyses of Africa’s Enduing Insurgency, ed. Jacob Zenn (West Point, NY: Combating
Terrorism Center, May 2018): 33–52; Jacob Zenn and Elizabeth Pearson “Women, Gender and the Evolving
Tactics of Boko Haram,” Journal of Terrorism Research 5, no. 1 (February 2014): 46–57; Freedom C. Onuoha and
Temilola A. George, “Boko Haram’s Use of Female Suicide Bombing in Nigeria,” (Al Jazeera Center for Studies,
17 March 2015).
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raises an interesting discussion surrounding the analytical difference between
suicide bombers who willingly engage in their mission versus those who do
not willingly do so, the latter of whom we refer to as person-borne IEDs
(PBIEDs). Indeed, their lack of autonomy to consent, or the fact that they do
not consent to their mission at all, we argue, renders child and teenage suicide bombers—and a large contingent (though certainly not all) of the
group’s female suicide bombers—unenthusiastic and under-trained bombers,
explaining the unexpected findings discussed previously.47
Women

While some women joined Boko Haram willingly, the group is notorious for
abducting women and children into its ranks. In 2015 Amnesty International
estimated that the group abducted approximately 2,000 women and girls in a
single year—far exceeding the 276 abducted “Chibok Girls” that gained
worldwide recognition and brought attention to the insurgency.48 Since then,
the group has continued to abduct women and children of all genders,
including the abduction of roughly 400 people (including 300 school children) from Damasak, in Borno State, in 2015.49 The group’s practice of
abducting boys and girls means that a significant proportion of its members
may be wholly or partially uncommitted to the insurgency’s objectives.
Journalistic accounts derived from interviews with female bombers who
abandoned their mission suggest that a number of the women and girls used
in these attacks are abductees—and unwilling participants in the mission
from the start. We find that 85.1 percent of Boko Haram’s female suicide
bombers are deployed as a part of linked bombing teams — suggesting that
demography shapes who is deployed as a linked vs individual bomber.
As Figure 7 illustrates, according to our data, Boko Haram’s linked suicide bombing teams are inordinately all female, with 56% of all linked
bombing teams being exclusively female. Moreover, when taking into
account that 13.3% of Boko Haram’s suicide bombers employed mixed-gender teams (comprised of at least one man and one woman), we see that
Boko Haram relies on female participation in approximately 70% of all of
its linked suicide bombings. Given that, overall, Boko Haram’s individual
suicide bombers are fairly evenly divided between men and women, this
proportion is striking in that it shows Boko Haram’s reliance on female
bombers deployed in teams rather than individual female attackers.
47
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Children

For 110 of 312 total suicide bombers involved in linked attacks according
to our data, we have an age estimate for at least one of the attackers in a
given group of bombers. Boko Haram’s linked attacks involving children
account for roughly 25 percent of linked attacks. Of the 90 child- or teenaged bombers recorded in our data, just 18 of them were deployed as individual (or unlinked) bombers. Among the 72 child-aged bombers used in
linked attacks, the lethality of their attacks was startlingly low, and there
were a number of failed attempts. The result is that each linked child-aged
bomber claimed an average of 2.7 lives in an attack, not including their
own. Many of these children used as suicide bombers are female; a
UNICEF tally found that, of the 83 child-aged bombers they catalogued, 55
were female.50 Within our dataset, 62 of the 90 child- or teenaged bombers
were identified as female in media reports. Both of these reports suggest
that there is a significant overlap between the two “unenthusiastic and
under-trained” demographics we identify.
Why Deploy Unenthusiastic and Under-Trained Bombers as Linked
Suicide Attackers?

Having identified that Boko Haram’s linked bombing teams are disproportionately female and underage, this raises questions about the group’s
choice to deploy these individuals on suicide missions. Put otherwise: why
would Boko Haram elect to deploy teams of suicide bombers who are often
unwilling participants? We argue there are two main reasons for this
choice. First, in both the cases of women and children, while these citizens
may not be committed bombers, they are more likely to be effective when
deployed in a group. Secondly, we argue that terrorist groups can derive
significant signaling value when deploying groups of women and children
as suicide bombers, indicating to a targeted population that no one is safe
from suicide terrorism, either as a victim or a perpetrator.
Women and Children’s Effectiveness in Linked Attacks

We suggest that Boko Haram’s deployment of linked bombers is a tactic that
the group might use to ensure at least one detonation per attack and the most
impactful detonation possible. This is, in part, connected to the issue of
women and children’s agency within Boko Haram. As such, we suggest that
because some (though not all) of Boko Haram’s female and young bombers
are either coerced to bomb against their will, or get cold feet and defect before
50
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detonating, the group sends multiple bombers—the majority of which are
women—as moral support or coercive enforcement teams for one another.51
While there are certainly instances in which female and underage bombers are willing and committed to their mission, there is evidence that a
number of women and girls are forced into these roles. The New York
Times’ interviews with eighteen women and girls who were tasked to be
suicide bombers but who defected relayed that “all of the girls recounted
how armed militants forcibly tied suicide belts to their waists, or thrust
bombs into their hands, before pushing them toward crowds of people.
Most were told that their religion compelled them to carry out the orders;”
while not representative of the entire population of female bombers, these
interviews suggest that many female bombers are coerced PBIEDs rather
than willing suicide bombers.52 The difficulty of enforcing self-detonation
among those uncommitted to the attack may incentivize the use of multiple, uncommitted bombers to overcome defection problems.
These interviews also suggest a negligible amount of training of these
bombers—many of whom were deployed in groups. A twelve-year-old girl
interviewed by the New York Times recalled that she was strapped with a
suicide bomb belt in the nighttime, then sent out “on foot, alone” with
instructions to detonate at an IDP camp. The girl refused to carry out her
mission; she later recalled that “I knew I would die and kill other people,
too … I didn’t want that.”53 Another girl, seventeen, was told to “wait
until you find a big crowd of civilians, fighters … But if you spot just one
or two soldiers first, press the button.”54 This lack of motivation and training indicates one of Boko Haram’s challenges in deploying unenthusiastic
and under-trained bombers (which are often women and children) —they
may not do as they are told. Linked suicide attacks, then, may be a way to
decrease the likelihood of women and children fleeing, surrendering, or
prematurely detonating their explosives in any given attack.
Female Suicide Teams

In a previous study, Warner and Matfess demonstrated that individual
female suicide bombers from Boko Haram were far less likely to detonate
Anecdotal evidence from nondetonated women bears this trend out. As one teenage girl explained, “We were
directed by the sect members to detonate our explosives anywhere we saw any form of gathering. They said
if we press the button, the bomb would explode and we will automatically go to heaven. I was scared, so, I
told them that I could not detonate any explosive. So, they said if Zainab detonated her own, it would serve
the purpose.” “Chilling Story Of Boko Haram Suicide Bomber” (International Centre for Investigative Reporting,
7 February 2017), https://www.icirnigeria.org/chilling-story-boko-haram-suicide-bomber/.
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than their male counterparts; in linked bombings, however, groups with
women are more likely than all-male teams to detonate.55 This discrepancy
is puzzling, suggesting that groups of all-men, all-women, and mixed-gender groups may be comprised of different levels of bomber quality; that
they may be perceived differently by the security sector; that they may be
sent to different types of targets; or a combination of all three. Similarly,
the rate of failure among female teams was stark—of the 216 women
deployed in an all-female linked attack, 88 of them failed to reach their target or to detonate once they arrived, for a total failure rate of 40.7 percent.
However, as Figure 10 shows, this failure rate is tempered when looking at
the other demographic breakdowns. All-male teams of bombers are both
more likely to fail than their female counterparts (at 51.6 percent) and also
less likely to kill individuals with their attacks.
Similarly, when it comes to gender distribution among linked suicide
bomber teams, all-female teams and mixed-gender teams are less likely to
detonate and kill only themselves than all-male teams. Among all-male
teams, six of the fourteen launched attacks saw bombers detonate their
explosives without causing any casualties (aside from the bomber), a failure
rate of 42.9%. Bombers in all-female teams did so 34.5% of the time, and
bombers in mixed-gender teams did so 26.2% of the time. Linked suicide
teams of women, then, may be more effective than their male counterparts.
Teams of all-female suicide bombers, overall, averaged 3.4 kills per bomber
and 8.6 kills per operation—in contrast, all-male teams averaged 3.0 kills
per bomber and 6.6 kills per operation.
Interestingly, though, the reverse is true when analyzing unlinked suicide
bombers: single male attackers averaged 9.6 kills per attack, failing in very
few instances. Single female bombers, in stark opposition, killed only 8.1
individuals per attack and frequently failed to reach their target. These
trends are supported by individual detonation rates. Of 45 female bombers
deployed on their own, only four did not detonate their explosives, and
seven detonated without any casualties. These problems add up to failure
rate of 24.4 percent, worse than a single male bomber’s 19.3 percent failure rate.
This highlights an important part of our theory—women may be
deployed in teams not because they accomplish a particular strategic logic
for Boko Haram but because women are more effective when they are part
of a linked bombing operation. Most male bombers who failed in their
missions were arrested or shot in attempting to detonate their explosives;
contrastingly, a number of would-be female suicide bombers chose to surrender to security officials before approaching their target at all. This
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Figure 10. Boko Haram’s detonation effectiveness.

discrepancy in outcomes could indicate that Boko Haram is placing women
who are coerced or disinterested in acting as suicide bombers into teams;
deploying unenthusiastic and under-trained bombers (in this instance,
uncommitted female bombers) in teams may ensure at least
one detonation.
Underage Suicide Teams

Linked bombings comprised of all nonadult bombers have a detonation
rate of roughly 70%, whereas all-adult bombing groups have a rate of
nearly 86%. Adult-chaperoned bombings are the most efficacious of our
typologies in producing at least one detonation, with a rate near 88%, suggesting that more committed, high-quality bombers may be used in such
attacks to ensure or coerce detonation by unenthusiastic and undertrained bombers.
In chaperoned attacks (which largely fall under our “simultaneous detonation” profile), we typically see an age differential between the bombers,
with Bomber A being older than Bomber B. In this profile, we see Bomber
A serve as an escort to Bomber B, the former leading the latter to the
bombing site either in a car or on foot. Having arrived at the destination,
Bomber A encourages Bomber B to detonate, or, we think, sometimes detonates Bomber B him- or herself using remote detonation capabilities. In
some cases, we see the chaperone, Bomber A, stay in the area and die as a
result of Bomber B’s blast, and at other times, Bomber A moves away from
Bomber B and either detonates or does not. It is worth noting that there is
a subset of chaperoned bombings in which Bomber A does not detonate—
in these instances, attacks might best be understood as enforced bombings.
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The chaperoned style of attack is used in only 5 percent of paired bombings, or 13 percent of bombings where the attackers have a listed age. An
example of such an attack was in July 2014, when the authorities arrested
Illiya Dahiru and the young women, Zainab Musa (a teenaged girl) and
Hadiza Musa (a child), he was accompanying in Kano. Hadiza had explosives on her body, and it appears that Dahiru was leading the girls to a suicide bombing mission. Another example, unfortunately not intercepted by
the authorities, occurred in November 2014 when a teenaged girl and adult
woman detonated in a Borno market. The bombers avoided detection by
strapping infant children to their back; their detonation resulted in sixty
deaths in addition to their own.56
Unconventional Bombers and Media Coverage

Even if Boko Haram has not calculated the impact of its lethality in its
female and underage bombers, there may be another explanation for the
group’s choice to deploy these demographics. Specifically, we argue that
women and children commonly deployed in these linked bombings suggest
that these attacks are a response to Boko Haram’s recognition of gender
and youth’s potency as a means to bolster its profile and to cultivate a
reputation for brutality and an atmosphere of insecurity.
According to many, the psychological effects of suicide terrorism by
women are “the ultimate asymmetric weapon,” because women “can
assimilate among the people … with incredible and devastating shock value.”57 Thus, the impact of female suicide bombing is more than merely a
sum of casualties: the upending of gender norms, in which women are portrayed as more peaceful than men, makes these attacks particularly effective
in terms of its psychological impact on the target state. Since the kidnapping of the Chibok girls on 14 April 2014, Boko Haram has gained worldwide notoriety; the international community and mass media responded in
full force to seeing images of the schoolgirls with their captors. This is,
again, evidenced by the group’s recent kidnapping of the Dapchi schoolgirls—Boko Haram has continually leveraged its ability to victimize the vulnerable. The international media’s outcry in both situations may feed the
group’s hunger for global recognition, showing it to be particularly ruthless,
brutal, and unstoppable.
Another reason for this choice may be the often-cited notion that female
suicide bombers receive more media attention, which only increases a
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terrorist organization’s profile in the international community. In especially-violence-ridden regions, these suicide bombings create heightened
suspicion around populations that may have previously gone unscrutinized,
like women and children, and may lead to more press coverage than a
bombing carried out by a lone male bomber.58 Previous studies have indicated that “public perceptions of the level of terrorism in the world appear
to be determined not by the level of violence, but rather by the quality of
the incidents, the location, and the degree of media coverage.”59
Indeed, Boko Haram has used linked bombings to best leverage leverage
its young and female population, which have generally not engaged in
“traditional” frontline combat to the extent that adult men (and to some
extent, underaged men and boys) have. Boko Haram has, harnessed its
female and youth populations to capture global attention; although the
international community might respond with condemnation, it is possible
that high-profile atrocities increase or solidify international partnerships or
patronage arrangements. Similarly, if “shock and awe” tend to trump lethality in Boko Haram’s decision to deploy linked suicide bombers, women
and children would certainly be the demographic to exploit for this purpose. If Boko Haram is more interested in its image than its destructiveness, this would explain its logic for linked suicide terrorism and the
populations it deploys to carry out those attacks.
Conclusion and Future Research

This article has sought to broaden the existing literature on the rationality
of suicide bombing to investigate the logics of terror groups’ use of linked
suicide attacks. Using Boko Haram as a case study, we have illustrated how
specific detonation profiles of linked attacks by suicide squads may be
effective at improving the intended goals of single suicide bombings. In
some cases, linked suicide bombings do appear to amplify the effects of single suicide bombings, leading to greater casualties in the case of simultaneous-wave detonations and seemingly engendering more shock in the case
of nonproximate detonations. However, as we showed in the case of simultaneous detonations—which did not appear to increase targeting efficacy in
the case of Boko Haram—different motivations can also be at play. Thus,
while believe that our delineation of these three linked-detonation profiles
sets the stage for further research around terrorist groups’ use of linked
suicide bombings, we caution that there may well be alternative, shifting,
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or more-nuanced logics underlying the use of linked bombing teams
beyond a simple extension of the logic for deploying single bombers.
Looking to the future, it appears that suicide bombing—in particular, the
use of linked bombers—will remain a recurrent tactic within Boko Haram’s
tactical portfolio. This appears to be the case for a number of reasons.
Firstly, pairing bombers makes it more difficult for the security sector to
detect bombers. This is especially true in instances where the bombers are
entirely or partially comprised of demographics that attract little attention,
like women and children. Secondly, this tactic appears to be one of the
group’s ways of levying attacks on government outposts; Armed Conflict
Location and Event Data Project (ACLED) conflict data suggests that
attacks on the Nigerian government have been declining since 2015, and
our data show that 21.4 percent of linked bombings since that time targeted government installations. While this number reflects the decline in
suicide bombings against government targets since 2014, as Boko Haram
continues to adapt to President Muhammadu Buhari’s counterterrorism
efforts and launch attacks outside of Nigeria, the Lake Chad Basin remains
at risk for future violence against political centers. This dispersion into the
broader West African landscape similarly raises questions about the threat
that linked bombings pose to already-suffering local population.
While Boko Haram in particular has leveraged group bombings with
great frequency, there is broader work to be done on the phenomenon of
linked suicide bombing and the intentions of the groups that deploy them.
Beyond one group’s tactical choices, future research should seek to illuminate the intentionality of various groups in deploying multiple suicide bombers, particularly why they choose to do so and whom they send as
attackers. We also argue that there is much to be gained from a better
understanding of the “shock and awe” impacts of linked bombing, which
could explain their deployment despite questionable lethality. As terrorist
organizations seek prominence and media attention, we hope future work
will address whether the media treats linked bombers differently than individual attacks. Such analysis can additionally shed light on how civilian
populations respond to the use of women and children in suicide bombings
both as groups and as individuals. As Bloom argues, sending such unexpected populations as suicide bombers “makes the terrorists appear more
threatening by erasing the imagined barriers between combatants and noncombatants, terrorists and innocent civilians. This is the underlying message conveyed by female bombers: terrorism has moved beyond a fringe
phenomenon; insurgents are all around you.”60
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As groups like Boko Haram continue to expand their technological and
demographic characteristics, innovations in suicide bombing may continue.
As a result, we additionally recognize that there is a distinction between willing and unwilling bombers that the literature has thus far been unable to
address. As remote detonations become more possible and more frequent,
especially among terrorist organizations outside the Middle East, making
such analytical distinctions in both discussions of linked suicide bombing
and strategic logic will be critical. However, should PBIEDs become more
frequent and used with more precision, terrorist organizations will have
removed another challenge from deploying “smart” bombers: a bomber’s
choice to detonate. The choice to transition towards unwilling bombers may
mark either a dearth of those willing to volunteer (consider the words of a
kamikaze pilot in 1945: “For someone who had a good life, it is very difficult
to part with it”) or a brutal means by which an armed group can reduce the
number of uncommitted members it is responsible for.61 Regardless, a shift
towards unwilling bombers being deployed in linked bombings has significance for counterterrorism policy and public safety the world over. As terrorist organizations are able to use humans, both as committed and—with
higher frequency—remotely detonated bombers, the nature of suicide attacks
could change entirely regardless of the number of attackers deployed.
Characterizing and understanding the nature and objectives of these attacks
is merely the first step: designing interventions is the natural and necessary
challenge for extending this work. If not, we will remain a step behind.
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